CLIENT ADVISORY ON ENERGY
RELATED MATTERS
Unimpeded Delivery of Energy Services
During the Enhanced Community
Quarantine Period
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Q:

Can a Company engaged in providing energy services continue its
importation and domestic transportation of fuel such as diesel, fuel oil,
natural gas, coal, and lubricants operations during the Enhanced
Community Quarantine (“ECQ”) period?

A:

Yes. According to the Department of Energy (“DOE”) Secretary’s Memorandum dated
13 March 2020, the importation and domestic transportation of fuel such as diesel, fuel
oil, natural gas, coal, and lubricants shall be allowed and remain unrestricted. However,
according to the DOE Advisory dated 17 March 2020, it is incumbent upon the energy
service provider to issue the necessary papers to its personnel in charge of transporting
the goods.
Furthermore, importation and domestic transportation of spare parts needed to build,
operate, and maintain energy infrastructure including energy exploration, development,
generation, transmission, distribution, and energy retail shall likewise be allowed.

Q:

Can the employees of a Company engaged in providing energy services
be allowed to travel and perform the necessary work to ensure the
unimpeded delivery of energy services?

A:

Yes. Pursuant to the abovementioned DOE Memorandum, all energy-related work force
(including those who perform indirect services such as the security, technical and other
support personnel as certified by the energy agency or company) are allowed to travel
and perform the necessary work to ensure the unimpeded delivery of energy services
provided that they present their company ID, (and agency or company issued
certification for the indirect energy personnel).

Q:

Can energy-related foreign service providers arriving from restricted
countries be allowed to enter the country?

A:

Yes. According to the abovementioned DOE Memorandum, all energy-related foreign
service providers arriving from restricted countries; such as but not limited to, foreign
construction workers, technical field advisors, technical experts from the original
equipment manufacturer shall be allowed entry into the country, provided they comply
with any of the following four public health precautions a. Present a medical certificate issued by a medical authority deemed competent
by the Department of Health (“DOH”) confirming that they have tested negative
for COVID-19 no later than 48 hours before entry;
b. Present a medical certificate issued by a medical authority deemed competent
by the DOH confirming the person has completed a 14-day quarantine
immediately before traveling to the Philippines;
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c. Complete a 14-day quarantine to be performed at a government facility upon
arrival here in the Philippines before joining the workforce; and
d. Complete a 14-day quarantine to be performed at a privately-owned
quarantine facility with the necessary government accreditation upon arrival
here in the Philippines before joining the workforce.
Disclaimer: The information in this article is for general information only and is not intended nor
should be construed as a substitute for legal advice on any specific matter. A professional legal
advice is still advisable and necessary.
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